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Abstract. Augmented Reality (AR) is investigated as a unique technology to combine virtual and real world
together. The key feature of AR is to demonstrate the extra information in the field of view for those who
interact with the authentic environment. Two new schemes of AR are proposed, including technical terms as
well as psychological approaches. The findings demonstrate an increase in the number of AR studies in various
educational applications. The most reported advantages of AR is to help learners to be engaged in genuine
exploration in the real world such as education settings. Some denoted challenges imposed by AR are usability
issues and technical problems. The influence of both technical and psychological issues are discussed, which
can shape the mental structure of learners regarding to cognitive theory.
Keywords: Augmented Vision · Augmented Reality · Education · Cognitive Theory.

1

Introduction

According to various communities in the world as diverse needs, students were designed as a raw material to
achieve desire knowledge during schooling format. After the world war, the baby boom, the space race, increasingly
inclusive social attitudes, and technical innovations have affected the attitude and practice of science education [31].
Changeable form of learning between application and utility of science is encountered to bridge the gap between
theory and practice. Consequently, pedagogic strategies perform a necessary act to move from novices to expert well.
Now, digital technologies provide scientists and engineers with new opportunities to present essential and relevant
information through computational visualization [24, 32].
In this regard, Augmented Reality (AR) technology play an essential role in the demonstration of extra information to engage learners in an authentic exploration of the real globe [17]. AR provides a specific observation
of invisible events through virtual components [56]. Consequently, this scheme enhances learners’ motivation and
facilitates superior investigation skills [49]. Ref [18] quoted the most significant advantage is its ”unique ability to
create immersive hybrid learning environments that combine digital and physical objects, thereby facilitating the
development of processing skills such as critical thinking, problem-solving, and communicating through interdependent collaborative exercises.” Whereas recent studies disclosed that AR technology is able to enhance the university
students’ laboratory skills and build positive attitudes relating to physics laboratory work [1] considering systematic
review of the literature on AR in education setting [2], the fundamental essence of how AR can affect the mind of
students/learners in line with technical issues needs to be investigated.
In the literature, AR is also organized as a supplemental technology (interface techniques) for enhancing the
knowledge of learners/users around their environment. It is to augment virtual objects merged in the same space
of real components onto the real world [7]. The coexistence of virtual components and real objects allows learners
to visualize complex spatial relationships and abstract concept [56, 4], experience phenomena that are not possible
in the real world [56, 28], interact with two- and three-dimensional synthetic objects in the mixed reality [56]; and
develop essential implementations and knowledge that cannot be industrialized and endorsed in other technologyenhanced learning environment [51, 50]. Regarding these schooling advantages, AR is the high-tech equipment for
education over the near future [56, 33].
As stated in imposing technology in the academic environment, learning materials are noting observation,
experimentation, investigation, or testing caused an increase in students’ achievements. Thus, each activity promoted
with AR tools should take account of four goals categorized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Skills (communication, critical thinking, problem solving, etc.)
Concepts (presentation, discovery and application of concepts)
The nature of science
Attitude (such as curiosity, objectivity, accuracy and team work)
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These abilities hinges upon cognitive theories which are defined as a learning theory to achieve knowledge and
skills. The cognitive theory applies to shape mental structure through processing information and beliefs [31]. As
an example, social-cognitive theory, information processing theory, and constructivism are forms of the cognitive
scheme. This theory provides students with a diversity chance of learning to recognize what opportunities are
prepared to take account of learning directly in labs. Thus, laboratory activities represent a form of accrediting
students to learn with understanding and engaging in the process of constructing knowledge coincidentally [55].
In addition to accomplish the four goals in the education environment, most universities and academic institutes
across the world utilize cutting-edge technologies to develop pedagogic methods and enhance collaboration among
learners and instructors. With the advent of technology, online learning equipment has been implemented in various
universities, school, as well as classroom [3, 19, 41] to make learning systems appropriate regard to the cognitive
theory. For instance, distance students can involve in a similar fashion environment to on-campus students, lack of
the need to be physically located in the class. As a result, these students can achieve a higher level of learning than
otherwise possible. Not only do these technological settings organize to distance learners, but also it provides new
opening and flexibilities for teachers and on-campus student, considering sharing new instruments found hardly in
laboratories.
In this paper, AR is investigated not only as supplemental technology for educational subjects but also as
a unique technique to affect the knowledge of learners based on cognitive theories. The coexistence of virtual
components and real objects allows learners to visualize complicated relationship, and connection between theory
and practice.

2

History of Augmented Reality

The thousands of years have been seen that people used mirrors, lenses, and light sources to create shadow figures as
virtual images in the real world. As an example, in the early 17th century, most theaters and museum illustrated the
reflection objects which were appeared by large plates of glass and known as ”Pepper’s Ghost” [12]. After inventing
the first computer, Ivan Sutherland generated the world’s first interactive graphics application at MIT in 1963 [52].
After that, he moved to Harvard University, collaborating with Bob Sproull led to creating the first prototype AR
system [53]. Figure 1 shows the prototype Sutherland’s AR system. Their system was a considerable start on AR
experience.

Fig. 1. First Prototype AR

During the 1990s, augmented reality scheme was proposed as a technical instrument to train Airline and Air
Force pilots [13]. Coincidentally, researchers at Boeing were investigating to make a better AR platform that was
used in an industrial setting to improve efficiency. In 1997 many movie people were supersized when they saw a robot
projected a three-dimensional image of a woman above ground [9]. With the words ”Help me Obiwan-Kenobi, you
are my only hope,” a recording of Princess Leia delivered a message that would change Luke Skywalker’s life forever
[9]. In this Star Wars scene, the special effect was utilized to make the magical impression that three-dimensional
virtual content was appearing as part of the real world. The movie forecast a future where people could interact
with computers as easily as interacting with the real world around them, with digital and physical object existing
in the same space.
Thirty years later, like in the 2008 US presidential campaign, a version of the technology will be shown for
real. During the CNN election coverage reporter, Wolf Blitzer turned to an empty studio, and suddenly a life-sized,
three-dimensional virtual image of reporter Jessica Yellin appeared beamed in live from Chicago [9]. Wolf was able
to talk to her as quickly as face to face comunication, even though she was thousands of miles away.
The CNN experience is an example of technology known as Augmented Reality (AR), which aims to create the
illusion that virtual images are seamlessly blended with the real world. In one word, we can say that AR is one
of the most recent developments in human interaction technology. CNN showed how the technology could enhance
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communication and information presentation, but like many enabling technologies, AR can be applied in a wide
variety of application domains. Researchers have developed prototypes in medicine, entertainment, education, and
engineering, among others. For example, doctors can use AR to show medical data inside the patient body [39],
game players can fight virtual monsters in the real world [42], architects can use unfinished building [54], and student
can assemble virtual molecules in the real world [21]. Figure 2 shows a range of applications.

(a) Outdoor AR Game

(b) AR in Medicine

(c) AR Architecture by Re+Public

Fig. 2. Several AR Applications

The potential of AR has just begun to be tapped, and there is more opportunity than ever before to create
compelling AR experiences. The software and hardware are becoming readily available as are tools that allow even
non-programmers to build AR applications.

3
3.1

AR Definition
Technical Definition

In terms of definition, researchers in computer sciences and educational technology have interpreted Augmented
Reality (AR) in various aspects. It is started from a broad approach to a restricted approach [35]. The broad approach
has been defined “Augmenting natural feedback to the operator with stimulated cues” [35]. On the contrary, the
restricted approach hinges upon technical sides and is defined as “a form of virtual reality where the participant’s
head-mounted display is transparent, allowing a clear view of the real world” [35]. Also, Ron Azuma mentions that
“Augmented Reality is a technology that has three key requirements” [8]:
1. It combines real and virtual content
2. It is interactive in real time
3. It is registered in 3D
These main three items are also clarified the technical module of an AR system such as a display device which
is able to show the combination of real and virtual components as same time, a computer system like desktop,
tablet, smartphone, etc., that can interact with users input in real environment, and a tracking system that is able
to follow users’ queries in terms of showing the proper virtual image in the real world.
Klopfer [28] demonstrated that AR could not play a role as restrict module. This item could be employed in
various devices that blend real and virtual information in a meaningful way. According to [28], AR has been defined
as “a situation in which a real-world context is dynamically overlaid with coherent location or context-sensitive
virtual information.” In this regard, AR could provide users technology-mediated immersive experience in which
real and virtual worlds are mixed [27] and users’ interaction and engagement are augmented [17].
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The broad approach is the fruitful definition on the side view of educators and designers because AR could be
designed and implemented by various technologies [33, 11, 30] like items which have been proposed by Ron Azuma
[8]. Moreover, AR could be counted from the broad view considering its utilization which is not limited to various
technologies. AR exploits the affordance of the real world by providing additional and contextual information that
augments learners’ experience of reality [50]. AR might be based on and accompany with technology, but it should
be conceptualized beyond technology.
3.2

Psychological Definition

Theories on learning have developed significantly since a scientific understanding of the mind began to inform
thinking. In the early 1900s (when more basic literacy was required from students), behaviorists’ views dominated the
psychology of learning. Behaviorism asserts that learning involves the formation of associations between stimuli and
responses, with learning being attained when the proper response is given to a specific stimulus. Since then, there has
been a rise in cognitive theories such as social-cognitive theory, information processing theory, and constructivism.
Cognitive theories emphasize the acquisition of knowledge and skills through the information of mental structures
and by processing information and beliefs. Constructivism as an epistemology (developing from cognitive theories)
rejects the idea that scientific truths exist and that their discovery by students constitutes knowledge, but postulates
instead that knowledge is personal and subjective as it is ’constructed’ based on beliefs and experiences.
This epistemology and learning theories have the potential implications for educational practice as they vary
on fundamental issues which affect learning. According to cognitive theories, AR technologies provide the role of
the environment using some concepts; from which these play a critical role in learning by how to process the
environmental inputs. Hence, cognitive theories place more significant importance on student differences because
of the role of memory. These theories highlight memory as an essential part of learning, suggesting the presence
of material in such a way that it can be organized, related to existing knowledge, and remembered meaningfully.
However, behavioral theories usually give little attention to how memory is created or retrieved.

4

Learning Methods

A various form of instruction and learning methods have been considered in the design of AR context such as
problem-based learning [30, 50], studio-based pedagogy [34], place-based learning [34, 26], participatory simulations
[27, 47, 50], game-based learning [47, 50], role-playing [47], and jigsaw method [18]. Different environments, including
game-based AR, mobile-AR, and multiplayer AR, provide learners with the versatile form of affordances to deliver
these methods. These futures of AR can categorize learning approaches to three main groups: Role, Location as well
as Tasks schemes [56]. Furthermore, there are similar philosophical and psychological points of view in these different
schemes. Once learners involved in AR activities, the structural mind is compatible with a better understanding of
real phenomena in the real world. This privilege of AR technology helps learners to have enough understanding of
their surroundings to improve learning.

5

Learning Effects

The traditional atmosphere of learning is to convey information from the teacher to the students in the large
class. Commonly, teachers use such PowerPoints, websites, and video to transfer knowledge to the learners. In
the emergence of technology, AR changes the pedagogy to improve the performance of learning. In order to the
ability-as-enhancer hypothesis, high ability learners benefit significantly by using 3D visualization in learning. This
hypothesis affirms that most of the low ability learners get stock in trouble when trying to construct 3D visualization
in their minds [25, 58]. Even regular learners need to make a significant mental effort when learning 3D visualization
concepts compared to other types of concepts. Some researchers have found that high-quality teaching and involving
tasks are highly correlated for having efficient pedagogy [10, 29]. Nevertheless, the use of 3D visualization concepts
in conventional teaching method often acts as a disturbing item during the teaching process. For example, losing
interest, less engagement in-class activities, and falling behind the class can be some drawbacks of 3D concepts
usage in traditional teaching [37]. This point of view was investigated by [37], from which Mulryan-Kyne met with
the natural phenomena that some students like to drop the class and even purchase the lecture notes and material
rather than being involved in the class if they have had problem with the teaching materials and methods [37].
Furthermore, It is affirmed that addressing a specific issue for each student during class is very demanding for
teachers when the class size is large enough [36, 37, 57]. Consequently, it is difficult for students to follow the pace
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of class and teaching substantially. Some researchers believe that not only does dividing class to some small groups
increase the performance of teaching but also it is more convenient for teachers to encourage students to be involved
in class activities [57]. The better involvement in-class activities opens an avenue for teachers to assess their taught
lessons thoroughly. Therefore, grouping and providing small classes result in effective teaching methods. However,
some students might still have a problem to match themselves with the pace of study in class, so they need to
re-study hard contents through lecture notes or other learning mediums.
Recently, virtual technology garnered the attention of researchers to be used in daily life. It is utilized for entertainment, education as well as science such as field of physics and medicine [22]. As an example, virtual techniques
in education environment can provide students with a different platform to immerse them into particular education
setting through Virtual Reality (VR) or allow them to communicate with real-world through AR. According to the
virtual platform, three kinds of technologies are defined; AR, VR, and Augmented Virtuality (AV) [35].
AR is generally described as a variation of VR; while virtual reality is understood to be an environment in which
the participant is fully immersed, there exists a ”mixed reality spectrum” between an entirely virtual environment
and the real environment [35]. The position of a Mixed Reality (MR) scheme on this spectrum (see Fig. 3.) is
determined by the degree to which the environment is modified. AR describes the region closer to the real environment where technology is used to superimpose computer-generated graphics onto real-world scenes. However, as the
spectrum model suggests, AR itself can be further subdivided into its categories; for example, an AR application
can create an entirely virtual object, or it can instead augment a real object with additional information. Perhaps
due to the ease of implementation, many examples of AR in research are simple marker-based simulations where a
whole object is virtualized; it may be argued that a more immersive experience would augment real-world objects. In
addition, AV is ”primary world being experienced is predominantly virtual ” [35]. Sometimes, a hybrid form of these
technologies refers to virtual spaces with both images and real objects [46]. In summary, AR is the environment
which is close to the real world; accompanying digital objects, sounds haptic feedback. In contrast, VR and AV are
immersed in a digital atmosphere [58] (see Fig. 4.).

Mixed Reality (MR)

Real
Environment

Augmented
Reality (AR)

Virtual
Reality (VR)

Virtual
Environment

Fig. 3. Virtuality Continuum [35]

Mixed Reality

Reality

Augmented
Reality (AR)

Augmented
Virtuality (AV)

Virtual
Reality (VR)

Fig. 4. Mixed Reality Continuum

The concept and scheme of AR technology are not new and back to 1990s. Researches on AR technologies in
education open a great avenue in teaching and learning [2, 43]. The main factor of using AR is no longer requires
expensive hardware and equipment. Therefore, Educational AR has been gaining traction alongside the rapid rise
of smartphone prevalence in society. It has already been noted that educational AR can be beneficial to traits such
as memory retention, collaboration, and motivation [44]. On the other hand, another available feature is that AR
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in education setting provides a platform to help students enhance learning ability and achievement [14, 20]. It can
also yield immediate and extra information which is relevant to the studied object to shape the structural mind of
learners. This point can be made by videos and 3D images to facilitate processing skills and the increasing tendency
of being involved in class activities, motivation, and level of understanding [15, 59].
Nevertheless, the use of AR technology in education is not without its challenges. For instance, the difficulty and
time consumption of using AR applications are commonly reported [23], particularly without well-designed interfaces
[38]. Although many AR technologies have been developed for education, only a few of them have been developed for
real classroom environments [16]. It is noticeable that AR offers an alternative approach in pedagogy for students’
learning, to enhance their learning experience and increase their level of understanding of complex issues through the
effective use of augmented multimedia. A combination of different types of multimedia sources, including 3D spatial
models, images, textual information, videos, animations, and sound is adopted, to superimpose digital contents
into student learning environments through AR application. Not only does the use of AR in education offer many
learning benefits, but also motivation and aroused learners’ interest are more efficient than a conventional teaching
approach.

6

Technological and Learning Aspects of AR

In order to the enhancement of a view of the real world, using computer-generated items, like graphics, text, video,
and sound, plays a vital role in AR. Object detection and recognizing real components to determine what relevant
information needs to be added to display is a technological segment of AR for various applications. Consequently,
finding the correct position on the screen for playing and showing virtual objects onto the authentic environment
is carried out by object tracking since it can be a primary feature for tracking an object’s movement instead of
making it readable. Figure 5 represents the general process for displaying extra information in the field of view of
human vision.

Fig. 5. General Technical Flowchart of AR

For specific application (e.g., implementation of educational AR for remote laboratories), recognizing and tracking should be utilized and developed to work correctly and seamlessly. Initially, it is needed to read images of a
specific reference object (e.g., in pendulum lab [60], the pendulum is specified as a reference object) and store their
features. Features are an area or particular part of images which provide vital information about detecting reference
object. Detecting algorithms are often using corners, regions, or blobs that vary in intensity compared to their
surroundings. Afterward, tracking a dynamic object is applied. Finally, virtual objects present as the coexistence
of real object in display equipment.
Besides, a wide variety of computer vision [48, 62] and tracking techniques [63, 61] have been used to keep the
shaped virtual object onto the real world. This virtual component in AR technology should be secured in predefined
space. The most widely used approaches currently utilize computer vision techniques and can provide marker-based
and markerless tracking at real-time frame rates. Although the limitation of systems regarding computer vision
affect the accuracy and robust tracking in the AR scheme, it is increasingly evident that hybrid methods can
improve the performance of AR tracking.
Further, AR application must consider the technical complication of anchoring the simulation to real-world
objects; it is often found that the most significant issues faced by educational AR include software issues and
difficulty of usage [18]. In the earlier era of AR research, the hardware platforms used were mostly limited to
desktops (with a connected camera) or head-mounted displays. The advent of smartphones, however, has caused a
dramatic shift towards the platform of choice to overwhelming availability [2]. Ref [50] finds that mobile AR is a
“successful meta-trend”, and mobile AR was the chosen platform for the majority of studies reviewed by [2] (see
Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Distribution of AR technologies used in education setting [2]

In order to use AR in the education setting, educational terms in light of particular items (i.e., preparation,
detection, object tracking, displaying) are another essential factor. Thus, answering some cognitive questions such
as ”What information is needed to augment?” and ”How information should be presented?” and ”How should the
AR’s learning be influential?” are essential.
The class context in AR application influences the learning performance. The nature of context and how the
contextual elements correlate to the concepts have been demonstrated to affect learning outcomes [45]. Although this
impact has been investigated in various disciplines and learning environments, how to use context in AR involved
in learning activities was considered to create educational AR. The relationship between real-world and virtual
environment can potentially transfer invisible issue to the learners. Note, this effect can support improved learning
outcomes. In particular, this is correlated to clarify the aspects of reality and the conceptual model.
Context’s elements are the key to show the relationships between such an application like a remote laboratory
and the real environment. Two main categories: situational context regarding the environment which the learning
is carrying out but it is not related to the particular learning activities, and domain context related to the concepts
that garner the attention of learners are considered. As an example, learning might be occurred in the noisy lecture
theater (situational context), and understanding the basis of potential energy because of height and gravity in the
context of a pendulum is an example of domain context. Thus, the beneficial ramifications of both situational and
domain context apparently can be seen in the design of educational AR.
AR techniques in terms of education settings work as the domain context to support improved learning outcome.
AR helps learners to activate their existing knowledge and distinguish the new learning findings and the previously
learned information by making out explicitly the notable similarities and differences between them [6]. In this
regard, AR is formed as ”advance organizer” [5], supplied a mechanism for investigating context, and cognitive
bridge [40] which assists learners to associate between the concept of real phenomena occurred in real-world and
broader the scientific concept being investigated to develop learners’ existing knowledge. For example, a pendulum
swing changes the direction of forces, from which showing the direction of forces in the field of view of learners helps
them to understand how a crane works. This is an example of a connection from virtual to real-world applications.
Besides, Novak [40] points out that ”the crucial test for meaningful learning is the ability to solve relevant novel
problems. We see, then, that problem-solving ability derives from cognitive structure differentiation and that it is
concept specific”. In summary, the AR context can shape the structural mind of learners in the form of a cognitive
bridge.

7

Conclusion and Future Research

The basis of Augmented Reality is using virtual information to superimpose the real world to make users engaged
more information in various environment and activities. This paper presented that AR can be affected by two
main items, such as Technical platform and psychological approach. Considering these features provide better
learning results in terms of learning performance and efficiency as well as in terms of providing a satisfying learning
experience if AR technologies use in an education setting. Technical feasibility of applying AR demonstrates that
it is at least feasible for some number of education science classes, like physics and medicine, and educational
laboratory experiments. However, this scope is limited due to inherent drawbacks of using a smartphone, which is
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the most convenient technology, or dividing attention between the real and environment as well as the simulation.
The main challenges for the implementation of AR for moving objects which can be seen in physics labs refer to
accurate and seamless tracking and detection. Future AR directions and field of research are as follows:
1. Considering Image-based AR with lights and angles for providing better presentable information in field of view
of learners.
2. Using different form of technologies such as smartphones and head mounted display to assess the performance
of learning.
3. Studying about the cognitive theory in using educational AR.
4. How to shape the structural mind of learners based on visualized objects in educational AR
Additionally, while this study showcased a small number of experiments where AR could be feasibly applied, this
set is by no means conclusive; another avenue for future research would be defining an exhaustive list of educational
curriculum and laboratories for which AR application is feasible.
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